A comparison of methods for estimating the kinetic parameters of two simple types of transport process.
Sets of experimental data, with known characteristics and error structures, have been simulated for the Michaelis-Menten equation plus a second term, either for linear transport or for competitive inhibition. The Michaelis-Menten equation plus linear term was fitted by several methods and the accuracy and the precision of the parameter estimates from the several methods were compared. The model-fitting methods were: three for least-squares non-linear regression, computer versions of two graphical methods and of two non-parametric methods. The most precise and accurate method was that of D.W. Marquardt (J. Soc. Ind. Appl. Math. 11 (1963) 431--441). The Michaelis-Menten equation with competitive inhibition was also fitted by several methods, viz., two for least-squared non-linear regression, non-parametric method and four variants of the Preston-Schaeffer-Curran plot (Preston, R.L. et al. (1974) J. Gen. Physiol. 64, 443--467). The most precise and accurate of these was the non-linear regression method of W.W. Cleland (Adv. Enzymol. 29 (1967) 1--32). For both these models, the various graphical methods and non-parametric methods gave poor results and are not recommended.